
Abstract Class & Interface: Two Villains of Every 
Interview - Part 1 

Every time I read about a Technical Interview, one question is always out there. What is the 

difference between an Abstract Class and an Interface and why would you use one over the other? It 

seems like a simple question but most often, the answer to this question seems insufficient for the 

interviewer and can cost a job. So, I decided to write a series of articles about them and have tried to 

explain it in as simple a manner as I can.  

Regarding the title of the series, my intention is not to portray these concepts as Villains. These are 

the most important concepts in programming and without them we cannot achieve better code 

efficiency. This series is all about their role in a technical interview. If you haven't prepared them 

good, it can cost you a job. So, these concepts are not villains but their role in an interview surely is. 

I always try to learn a new concept with the simple approach: "What, Why and How". 

• What: What is it? 

• Why: Why do I need to learn it? 

• How: How can I work with it? 

I used the same approach to write this article. This is the first article of the series and focus on 

Abstract Class. In my next article, I'll talk about Interface. 

Abstract Class 

  
What is an Abstract Class?  

 

The dictionary meaning of the word "abstract" is a thought or idea that has no physical existence and 

is just conceptual. We can use the idea to build something of a physical existence. In the MSDN 

Library, the "abstract" keyword indicates that the thing has a missing or incomplete implementation 

and must be completed by others.  

 

The abstract keyword can be used with classes, methods, properties, indexers and events. If we use 

the abstract keyword with a class, it indicates that the class is intended to be a base class and can 

have abstract methods (ideas) that must be implemented in a derived class (physical existence). 

 

An abstract class is a special kind of class that has no implementation. It cannot be instantiated. Its 

implementation logic is provided by the classes that derive from it. It can have both abstract as well 

as non-abstract methods.  

It is not compulsory to have only abstract methods in an abstract class. We can also have an 

abstract class with only non-abstract methods.  



 

 

 

Why do we need an Abstract Class? 
  

With an Abstract Class, we can provide some kind of default functionality for all derived classes to 

extend from. This is useful to avoid code duplication in many cases.  

 

Suppose we are defining an iPhone class for Apple and then inheriting it to iPhone5 and iPhone5s 

subclasses. Practically we don't want an object of an iPhone class since we first need to know the 

model of iPhone. So, the iPhone class should be an abstract class that contains some predefined 

functions like Call() and SMS() for all iPhone models to share . We can also add abstract methods 

like Model() and Color() into the iPhone class that must be implemented by all the subclasses 

inheriting iPhone. The main advantage of this approach is, whenever we inherit the iPhone class into 

a derived class, say iPhone5s, we need not define the Call() and SMS() methods again. We just 

need to implement the abstract methods and we are good to go. It helps to provide default 

functionality in all the derived classes and also avoids code duplication.  

 

Abstract classes are also useful in the case of modifications to the project. If you plan on updating 

the base class in your project, it is better to make the class abstract. Because you can define a 

functionality in an abstract base class and automatically all the inheriting classes will have the same 

functionality without disturbing the hierarchy. 

 

How to define an Abstract Class  
As we have discussed earlier, classes can be declared as abstract by putting the keyword abstract 

before the class definition. So, let's get started with Abstract Class by using a simple console 

application.  

Create a console application project in Visual Studio and name it "AbstractClassDemo". 

 



By default, it gives a class named Program with Main method in it for code execution. We can create 

an abstract class by putting the keyword abstract before a class definition as follows:  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    

4. {    
5.     abstract class iPhone { } //Definition of an Abstract Class    
6.     class Program    

7.     {    

8.         static void Main(string[] args) { }    
9.     }    

10. }   

The code above defines a simple abstract class. However, we cannot create an object/instance of 
abstract class. It gives us an error straightaway.  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone { }    
6.     class Program    

7.     {    

8.         static void Main(string[] args)    
9.         {    

10.             //Instantiation of an Abstract Class    
11.             iPhone iphone = new iPhone();    
12.         }    
13.     }    
14. }    

 

  

So, we need to define members in it that can be in derived classes. We can define abstract as well 

as non-abstract members in an abstract class. An abstract class with non-abstract method is as 

follows:  

1. using System;    
2.    

3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone    

6.     {    
7.         //Non-Abstract Method    

8.         public void Call()    

9.         {    



10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.     }   
13.     class Program    
14.     {    
15.         static void Main(string[] args)    
16.         {    
17.         }    
18.     }    
19. }    

  

The iPhone class shows a non-abstract method Call() that provides the default functionality to all sub 

classes that are derived from it. We cannot create an object of iPhone class but we can still use the 

Call() method in derived classes.  

1. using System;    

2.    

3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    
5.     abstract class iPhone    

6.     {    
7.         //Non-Abstract Method    

8.         public void Call()    

9.         {    
10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.     }    
13.        
14.     class Program: iPhone    
15.     {    
16.         static void Main(string[] args)    
17.         {    
18.             //Instance Creation of Derived Class    
19.             Program program = new Program();    
20.             program.Call();    
21.             Console.ReadKey();    
22.         }    
23.     }    
24. }     

 

  

The code above shows a simple inheritance of an abstract class into a concrete class. This type of 

inheritance can also be done by two concrete classes. So, why do we want an abstract class?  

 



The answer is, to provide default functionality and to add abstract methods. The iPhone class is 

inherited by all iPhone models, so the Call() method is required in all the models. It is better to define 

a Call() method in the abstract class so that each derived class can have the Call() method 

automatically and doesn't need to define it again.  

 

Each iPhone model has some of its own features like Color and Model. So, we can define a contract 

in an abstract class that must be implemented in derived classes as per their requirements. These 

types of contracts are called abstract methods and in this example is Model(). Abstract methods only 

have a signature and no implementation. It is a kind of contract that forces all the subclasses to 

implement it.  

 

Like the abstract class, abstract methods are also declared using the abstract keyword. It may be 

noted that an abstract method cannot be private or it gives an error:  

1. using System;    
2.    

3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    
5.     abstract class iPhone    

6.     {    

7.         //Non-Abstract Method    
8.         public void Call()    
9.         {    

10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.        
13.         //Abstract Method kept as Private    
14.         abstract void Model();    
15.     }    
16.    
17.     class Program    
18.     {    
19.         static void Main(string[] args)    
20.         {    
21.         }    
22.     }    
23. }   

If we compile this code, it gives us an error:  
 

 
 
So, the correct way to declare an abstract method is as follows:  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    



4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone    
6.     {    
7.         //Non-Abstract Method    

8.         public void Call()    
9.         {    

10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.    
13.         //Abstract Method    
14.         public abstract void Model();    
15.     }    
16.    
17.     class Program    
18.     {    
19.         static void Main(string[] args)    
20.         {    
21.         }    
22.     }    
23. }   

The Model() method enforces all the derived classes to implement it. We can define a new concrete 
class iPhone5s that inherits the abstract class iPhone and provides the definition of Model() method.  

1. using System;    
2.    

3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    
5.     abstract class iPhone    

6.     {    

7.         //Non-Abstract Method    
8.         public void Call()    
9.         {    

10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.        
13.         //Abstract Method    
14.         public abstract void Model();    
15.     }    
16.    
17.     class iPhone5s: iPhone    
18.     {    
19.     }    
20.    
21.     class Program    
22.     {    
23.         static void Main(string[] args)    
24.         {    
25.         }    
26.     }    
27. }   

If we don't provide the definition of the abstract method in the derived class, it throws an error: 

  



 

Ok. Let's provide the definition of Model() method in the derived class:  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    

4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone    
6.     {    

7.         //Non-Abstract method    

8.         public void Call()    
9.         {    

10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.        
13.         //Abstract Method    
14.         public abstract void Model();    
15.     }    
16.    
17.     class iPhone5s: iPhone    
18.     {    
19.         //Abstract Method Implementation    
20.         public void Model()    
21.         {    
22.             Console.WriteLine("Model: The model of this iPhone is iPhone5s");    
23.         }    
24.     }    
25.    
26.     class Program    
27.     {    
28.         static void Main(string[] args)    
29.         {    
30.         }    
31.     }    
32. }    

Now we have defined the Model() method in the class iPhone5s. Let's compile the code above. 
Whoa, it gives us an error plus a warning.  
 

 
 
The error says "The Model() method is not implemented in derived class". It seems fair since we 
aren't overriding the base method, which means the compiler believe that there is no implementation 
of the Model() method in the derived class.  
It also gives us a warning  "To make the current member override that implementation, add the 



override keyword, otherwise add the new keyword". It means that the compiler is confused about the 
Model() method we declared in the iPhone5s class.  
 
If you want to override the base class method in derived class, use the override keyword with the 
method and if your derived class method is not related in any way with the base class method, use 
the new keyword. The new keyword signifies that the method in the derived class has nothing to do 
with the base class method. 
 
In our case, we want the base class method to be defined in the derived class. So, we use the 
override keyword. Also, we can add local methods in the iPhone5s class:  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    
4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone    

6.     {    
7.         //Non-Abstract Method    

8.         public void Call()    
9.         {    
10.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    
11.         }    
12.        
13.         //Abstract Method    
14.         public abstract void Model();    
15.     }    
16.    
17.     class iPhone5s: iPhone    
18.     {    
19.         //Abstract Method Implementation    
20.         public override void Model()    
21.         {    
22.             Console.WriteLine("Model: The model of this iPhone is iPhone5s");    
23.         }    
24.        
25.         //Derived Class Local Method    
26.         public void LaunchDate()    
27.         {    
28.             Console.WriteLine("Launch Date: This iPhone was launched on 20- September-

2013");    
29.         }    
30.     }    
31.        
32.     class Program    
33.     {    
34.         static void Main(string[] args)    
35.         {    
36.                
37.         }    
38.     }    
39. }    

All good. Let's use the iPhone5s class that now has methods from the abstract class as well as its 
own methods.  

1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    



4. {    

5.     abstract class iPhone    
6.     {    
7.         public void Call()    

8.         {    
9.             Console.WriteLine("Call Method: This method provides Calling features");    

10.         }       
11.         public abstract void Model();    
12.     }    
13.    
14.     class iPhone5s: iPhone    
15.     {   
16.         public override void Model()    
17.         {    
18.             Console.WriteLine("Model: The model of this iPhone is iPhone5s");    
19.         }    
20.    
21.         public void LaunchDate()    
22.         {    
23.             Console.WriteLine("Launch Date: This iPhone was launched on 20-September-

2013");    

24.         }    
25.     }    
26.    
27.     class Program    
28.     {    
29.         static void Main(string[] args)    
30.         {    
31.             iPhone5s iphone5s = new iPhone5s();    
32.             iphone5s.Call();    
33.             iphone5s.Model();   
34.             iphone5s.LaunchDate();    
35.             Console.ReadKey();    
36.         }    
37.     }    
38. }    

If we run the code, it works perfectly. 

  

 

In the preceding example, I explained how to use an abstract class in a very simple way. We are 

able to implement an abstract class and its abstract members into a concrete class. The following 

are some key points to be remembered when working with abstract classes.  

 

 



Key Points 

1. We cannot create an object of Abstract Class but we can create a reference of it. 
1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    

4. {    
5.     abstract class absClass { }    
6.     class Program    

7.     {    

8.         public static void Main(string[] args)    
9.         {    

10.             //We can't do this    
11.             //absClass cls = new absClass();    
12.             //We can do this    
13.             absClass cls;    
14.         }    
15.     }    
16. }    

2. An inheritance between abstract to abstract classes is possible. We don't need to implement 

abstract methods of the base abstract class into a derived abstract class. We can implement 

it later in concrete classes.  
1. using System;    

2.    
3. namespace AbstractClassDemo    

4. {    

5.     abstract class absClassA    
6.     {    

7.         //Abstract Method    
8.         public abstract void SomeMethod();    
9.     }    

10.    
11.     abstract class absClassB: absClassA //Abstract to Abstract Inheritance    
12.     {    
13.     }    
14.    
15.     class Program: absClassB    
16.     {    
17.         public override void SomeMethod()    
18.         {    
19.             //Some Implementation Here    
20.         }    
21.    
22.         public static void Main(string[] args)    
23.         {    
24.         }    
25.     }    
26. }   

3. An abstract class can never be sealed or static.  

  

4. An abstract class can have abstract as well as non abstract methods.  

  

5. The abstract keyword can be used with class, methods, properties, indexers and events. 

  



6. Abstract members can only be declared inside an abstract class.  

  

7. An abstract member cannot be static or private.  

  

8. An abstract method cannot be marked virtual.  

  

9. A concrete class cannot inherit more than one abstract class, in other words multiple 

Inheritance is not possible.  

  

10. Without an abstract class, we cannot implement the Template Method Pattern. 

Introduction 

 

In my first article, I received a lot of feedback, some positive, some negative and the neutral but one 

question everyone asked is why I implied they are villains. I just want to clarify that I did not intend to 

portray them as villains. These are the most important concepts in programming and without them 

we cannot get better code efficiency. 

 

Mostly in every interview, the first question is, "What is the difference between an Abstract Class and 

an Interface" and your entire interview depends on the answer to this question. Remember, “The first 

impression is the last impression”. So, these concepts are not villains but their role in an interview 

surely is. Enough about the critics, let's move to the next part of the series: interfaces. 

 

An interface is the most important element of a software project and without it, a project is 

incomplete. Many wouldn't agree with me and debate that. Yes, it is a debatable question whether or 

not to use an interface. If yes, then how? In this article, I'm going to explain the important key 

aspects of interfaces. Like my previous article about abstract classes, I used the same approach of 

“What, Why and How” in this article and tried to explain it in the simplest possible way. 

Interface 
 

What an interface is 

 

In the real world, an interface means a medium to interact with something. To be precise, it's a point 

where two systems, subjects, organizations and so on meet and interact. There are a few rules for 

the interaction to be done. Suppose you are going for an interview of Programmer Profile. The 

interview is only possible if the interviewer and you speak the same language. Moreover, you and 

the interviewer have the same skill set of programming languages to discuss upon. 

 

Similarly, in the programming world, an interface means a contract to interact with multiple code 

modules. If a class wants to communicate with an interface, it must implement it and define its 



members. Consider it like the interviewer's question and you need to answer it correctly, if you want 

the job. 

 

The MSDN Library defines the interface like a pure abstract class. An interface contains only the 

signatures of methods, properties, events, or indexers. It has no implementation of its own and can 

only be implemented by a class or a struct. Any of the two that implement the interface must provide 

the definitions to members specified in the interface. It is like a contract for all the derived classes to 

follow. 

 

An interface is declared using the interface keyword. interface members are implicitly public and 

abstract, so we cannot prefix any access modifiers to it. An interface cannot contain fields, constant 

members, constructors, destructors and static members. 

 

Why we need an interface 

 

An interface is not a class. It contains only method signatures. It has no implementation on its own 

and cannot be instantiated. Its implementation logic is provided by the classes that derived from it. 

An interface is mostly considered to be a pure abstract class. However, there is the advantage of 

using an interface over an abstract class; that is "Multiple Inheritance Support". In C#, two classes 

(either abstract or concrete) cannot be inherited by the same derived class. It causes ambiguity in 

the derived class if both have the same method signature. We can do multiple inheritance in C# 

using interfaces. 

 

An interface plays a vital role in the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). In WCF, we use interfaces 

to define Service Contracts. A single class can implement any number of Service Contract 

Interfaces. It is generally accepted as the best practice to do so. However, we can also use classes 

for Service Contracts. 

 

Most of the Design Patterns and Principles are based on interfaces rather than class inheritance. 

Some of the examples are Builder Design Pattern, Factory Pattern, Interface Segregation Principle 

and so on. 

 

How to define an interface 

 

Suppose we need to define a class for a Smart Phone. The class can have members like OS, 

AppStore and Call. The Smartphone can be either Android based or iOS based and cannot be both. 

There is no common functionality between an Android and iOS Smartphone, so we don't need to 

provide any default functionality. One approach is to make the SmartPhone class abstract and also 

all its members abstract. This approach works fine and several concrete classes like Samsung, 

Apple, HTC can inherit from it. 

 



Now, after a few days Apple wants to add a Touch ID feature to its Smartphone. You can add 

TouchID as an abstract method in your abstract base class SmartPhone. But what if HTC doesn't 

want that feature and neither does Samsung? So, the TouchID method cannot be placed inside the 

abstract class SmartPhone. An alternative is to define another abstract class Features and add the 

TouchID method to it. This is also a bad idea since C# doesn't support inheritance of multiple 

classes (abstract or concrete) into a derived class. 

 

In this situation, an interface is useful and plays a vital role in solving the problem. An interface 

provides only the method definitions, just like an abstract class, but can be useful in multiple 

inheritances. You can make the Features class an interface and add the TouchID method to it. It 

provides only the method signature and whichever class inherits it can implement it in its own way. It 

is also completely valid for a class to inherit more than one interface in C#. Also, we can make the 

SmartPhone class an interface instead of an abstract class. It is better instead of making a pure 

abstract class, we can use interfaces.  

 

Note: The example is not a best one, but I think it gets the point across. It is just for the sake of 

understanding interfaces. 

 

Let us consider the example discussed above and create a Console Application for it. Open Visual 

Studio and add a new console project as "InterfaceDemo".  



 

 

By default, it gives a class named Program with a Main method in it for code execution. Let's create 

an abstract class SmartPhone and define OS and AppStore abstract methods in it. We can create 

an abstract class by putting the keyword "abstract" before a class definition. If you're not familiar with 

abstract classes, please go to the Part 1 of this series.  

1. using System;    

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {    

5.      //Abstract Class SmartPhone with only abstract methods in it     

6.      abstract class SmartPhone     

7.      {     

8.          public abstract void OS();     

9.          public abstract void AppStore();     

10.      }     

11.     

12.      class Program     

13.      {     

14.         static void Main(string[] args)     

15.         {     

16.         }     

17.      }     

18. }    



Now define the concrete classes Apple and Samsung that inherits from Smartphone and provides 
the definitions to the abstract methods OS and AppStore. 

1. using System;    

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     

5.       //Abstract Class SmartPhone with only abstract methods in it     

6.       abstract class SmartPhone     

7.       {    

8.          public abstract void OS();    

9.          public abstract void AppStore();     

10.       }    

11.     

12.       class Apple : SmartPhone     

13.       {    

14.           public override void OS()     

15.           {     

16.             //Some Implementation Here     

17.           }    

18.     

19.           public override void AppStore()     

20.           {    

21.              //Some Implementation Here     

22.           }     

23.        }     

24.     

25.        class Samsung: SmartPhone     

26.        {    

27.           public override void OS()     

28.           {     

29.               //Some Implementation Here     

30.           }    

31.     

32.           public override void AppStore()     

33.           {    

34.               //Some Implementation Here     

35.           }    

36.        }    

37.         

38.        class Program     

39.        {     

40.           static void Main(string[] args)     

41.           {     

42.           }     

43.        }     

44. }    

If we compile the code now, it works fine. Our SmartPhone class is implemented by two different 
concrete classes Apple and Samsung and defined depending on them. Now, let us suppose Apple 
wants to provide TouchID features to its Smartphone. We can add another abstract method TouchID 
in the SmartPhone class and let Apple inherit it and implement it.  

1. using System;     

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     



5.     //Abstract Class SmartPhone    

6.     abstract class SmartPhone     

7.     {     

8.        public abstract void OS();     

9.        public abstract void AppStore();     

10.     

11.        //TouchID method meant only for Apple Class    

12.        public abstract void TouchID();     

13.     }     

14.     

15.     class Apple : SmartPhone     

16.     {     

17.          public override void OS()     

18.          {    

19.             //Some Implementation Here     

20.          }    

21.     

22.          public override void AppStore()     

23.          {     

24.              //Some Implementation Here     

25.          }    

26.     

27.          //Implementing the TouchID feature     

28.         public override void TouchID()     

29.         {     

30.             //Some Implementation Here     

31.         }     

32.     }     

33.     

34.     class Samsung: SmartPhone     

35.     {     

36.         public override void OS()     

37.         {     

38.              //Some Implementation Here     

39.         }    

40.     

41.         public override void AppStore()     

42.         {     

43.               //Some Implementation Here     

44.         }     

45.     }    

46.     

47.     class Program     

48.     {     

49.        static void Main(string[] args) { }     

50.     }    

51. }    

The Apple class inherits the TouchID method and provides a definition to it. Let's compile the code 
now and see what happens.  
 



 
 
It throws an error saying that the Samsung class doesn't implement the TouchID method. By the 
definition of abstract class, any class implements it must provide definitions to all its abstract 
members. The TouchID method is meant only for the Apple class and the Samsung class doesn't 
want to implement it. It clearly seems that our approach is wrong since the TouchID method cannot 
be placed in the SmartPhone abstract class.  
 
An alternative approach is to define another abstract class Features and define 
the TouchID method to it. This approach seems fine since whatever class inherits Features can 
implement the TouchID method. 

1. using System;     

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     

5.       //Abstract Class SmartPhone     

6.       abstract class SmartPhone     

7.       {    

8.          public abstract void OS();    

9.          public abstract void AppStore();     

10.       }    

11.     

12.       //Abstract Class Features for TouchID method    

13.       abstract class Features     

14.       {    

15.          public abstract void TouchID();     

16.       }     

17.     

18.      //Apple Class inherits both SmartPhone and Features    

19.       class Apple : SmartPhone, Features     

20.       {    

21.          public override void OS()    

22.          {     

23.             //Some Implementation Here     

24.          }    

25.             

26.          public override void AppStore()     

27.          {    

28.              //Some Implementation Here     

29.          }    

30.     

31.          //Implementation of TouchID method in Apple Class     

32.          public override void TouchID()     

33.          {    

34.              //Some Implementation Here     

35.          }    

36.       }    

37.     

38.       class Samsung : SmartPhone     

39.       {    

40.          public override void OS()     

41.          {     

42.            //Some Implementation Here     

43.          }     

44.     

45.          public override void AppStore()    



46.          {    

47.             //Some Implementation Here     

48.          }     

49.        }    

50.     

51.        class Program     

52.       {    

53.           static void Main(string[] args)     

54.           {    

55.           }     

56.       }     

57. }    

Let's compile the code and see what happens.  

 
 
It again throws an error saying we cannot have multiple base classes in a derived class. This is 
called Multiple Inheritance of classes and is not allowed in C#. So, our second approach also fails to 
implement the TouchID method. This is where an interface is useful and helps to solve the "Multiple 
Inheritance" issue in C#. We can define both the SmartPhone and Features as interfaces and let the 
classes implement them as they need to. We can also have more than one interface in a class. This 
is the only way to do multiple inheritance in C#.  
 
Let's re-create the same project using interfaces. We can create an interface using the keyword 
interface. It is considered a good practice to prefix "I" before the interface name, however the point is 
arguable and the choice is yours.  

1. using System;     

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {    

5.      interface ISmartPhone       //Definition of Interface     

6.      {     

7.          public void OS();     

8.          public void AppStore();     

9.      }     

10.     

11.      class Program     

12.      {      

13.         static void Main(string[] args)     

14.         {     

15.         }     

16.      }     

17. }    



We have defined the interface ISmartPhone with the method signatures OS and AppStore in it. If we compile 

the code now, it throws an error straightaway.  

 

 

It says we cannot prefix public modifiers with method signatures. In fact, no access modifier is allowed with 

interface methods. Interface methods are implicitly public in C# because an interface is a contract meant to 

be used by other classes. Moreover, we must declare these methods as public in derived classes, when we 

provide implementations to these methods. Also, we cannot declare these methods as static. 

1. using System;     

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {    

5.      interface ISmartPhone //Definition of Interface    

6.      {     

7.          static void OS();     

8.          static void AppStore();     

9.      }     

10.     

11.      class Program     

12.      {     

13.         static void Main(string[] args)     

14.         {     

15.         }     

16.      }     

17. }    

If we compile the code, it again gives us an error. 
 

 
 
Let's define the interface methods without any access modifier and create a concrete class Apple that inherits 

the ISmartPhone interface and provides definitions to its members.   

1. using System;     



2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     

5.     interface ISmartPhone     

6.     {     

7.          void OS();     

8.          void AppStore();     

9.     }     

10.     

11.     class Apple: ISmartPhone     

12.     {     

13.         //OS Method Implementation     

14.         public void OS()     

15.         {     

16.                Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this Smartphone is iOS8");     

17.         }     

18.     

19.         //AppStore Method Implementation     

20.         public void AppStore()     

21.         {     

22.                Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this Smartphone is iTunes");     

23.         }     

24.      }     

25.          

26.      class Program     

27.      {     

28.        static void Main(string[] args)     

29.        {     

30.        }     

31.      }     

32. }   

An important point that should be noted here is that whenever we implement interface members in 

derived classes, the access modifier must always be public otherwise it throws an error. If we write a 

protected modifier instead of public to the OS method, the compiler throws an error. 

1. using System;     
2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {    
5.       interface ISmartPhone     

6.       {     

7.            void OS();     
8.            void AppStore();     

9.       }     

10.           
11.       class Apple: ISmartPhone     
12.       {     
13.            //OS Method kept as Protected    
14.            protected void OS()     
15.            {     
16.                Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this Smartphone is iOS8");     
17.            }     
18.     
19.            //AppStore Method Implementation     
20.            public void AppStore()     
21.            {     



22.                 Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this Smart
phone is iTunes");     

23.            }     
24.        }     
25.     
26.        class Program     
27.        {     
28.           static void Main(string[] args) { }     
29.        }     
30. }    

In the code above, I replaced the access modifier of the OS method from public to protected. Let's compile 

the code and see what happens.  

 

 
 

Yes, it throws an error saying that the Apple class cannot implement the OS method because it is not public. 

So, always keep your method implementations public in derived class. We can define another concrete class 

Samsung that also implements the interface ISmartPhone and provides definitions to its members. 

1. using System;    

2.     
3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     
5.      interface ISmartPhone      
6.      {     

7.          void OS();     

8.          void AppStore();     
9.      }     

10.     
11.      class Apple: ISmartPhone     
12.      {     
13.          //OS Method Implementation     
14.          public void OS()     
15.          {     
16.             Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this Smartphone is iOS8");     
17.          }     
18.     
19.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
20.          public void AppStore()     
21.          {     
22.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon

e is iTunes");     
23.          }     
24.      }     
25.     
26.      class Samsung : ISmartPhone     
27.      {     
28.          //OS Method Implementation     



29.          public void OS()     
30.          {     
31.             Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this smartphone is Android");     
32.          }     
33.     
34.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
35.          public void AppStore()     
36.          {     
37.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon

e is Google Play");     

38.          }     
39.       }     
40.     
41.       class Program     
42.       {     
43.           static void Main(string[] args) { }     
44.       }     
45. }    

This code works fine since various concrete classes implement the interface and provide definitions 
to its members in their own way. Now if the Apple class wants to implement TouchID features, it can 
easily be done by defining another interface IFeatures. The Apple class can simply inherit the 
interface and implement the TouchID functionality to its class. This is the case where an interface is 
useful instead of an abstract class.   

1. using System;    
2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     
4. {     

5.      interface ISmartPhone      
6.      {     
7.          void OS();     

8.          void AppStore();     
9.      }     

10.     
11.      //New Interface meant only for Apple Class     
12.      interface IFeatures     
13.      {     
14.           void TouchID();    
15.      }    
16.     
17.     
18.      class Apple: ISmartPhone, IFeatures     
19.      {     
20.          //OS Method Implementation     
21.          public void OS()     
22.          {     
23.             Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this smartphone is iOS8");     
24.          }     
25.     
26.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
27.          public void AppStore()     
28.          {     
29.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon

e is iTunes");     

30.          }    
31.     
32.     
33.          //TouchID Method Implementation     
34.          public void TouchID()     



35.          {     
36.             Console.WriteLine("TouchID Method: This method provides Touch/Gesture contr

ol features.");      
37.          }    
38.      }     
39.     
40.      class Samsung : ISmartPhone     
41.      {     
42.          //OS Method Implementation     
43.          public void OS()     
44.          {     
45.             Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this smartphone is Android");     
46.          }     
47.     
48.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
49.          public void AppStore()     
50.          {     
51.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon

e is Google Play");     

52.          }     
53.      }     
54.     
55.      class Program     
56.      {     
57.          static void Main(string[] args) { }     
58.      }     
59. }    

So, this way we can get multiple inheritance in C#. Let's create the objects of the concrete classes Apple and 

Samsung and build the project. 

1. using System;    

2.     
3. namespace InterfaceDemo     
4. {     

5.      interface ISmartPhone      
6.      {     

7.          void OS();     

8.          void AppStore();     
9.      }     
10.     
11.      //New Interface meant only for Apple Class     
12.      interface IFeatures     
13.      {     
14.           void TouchID();    
15.      }    
16.     
17.     
18.      class Apple: ISmartPhone, IFeatures     
19.      {     
20.          //OS Method Implementation     
21.          public void OS()     
22.          {     
23.              Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this smartphone is iOS8");     
24.          }     
25.     
26.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
27.          public void AppStore()     
28.          {     



29.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon
e is iTunes");     

30.          }    
31.     
32.          //TouchID Method Implementation     
33.          public void TouchID()     
34.          {    
35.             Console.WriteLine("TouchID Method: This method provides Touch/Gesture Contr

ol features.");     
36.          }    
37.      }     
38.     
39.      class Samsung : ISmartPhone     
40.      {     
41.          //OS Method Implementation     
42.          public void OS()     
43.          {     
44.             Console.WriteLine("OS Method: The OS of this smartphone is Android");     
45.          }     
46.     
47.          //AppStore Method Implementation     
48.          public void AppStore()     
49.          {     
50.             Console.WriteLine("AppStore Method: The Application Store of this smartphon

e is Google Play");     
51.          }     
52.       }     
53.     
54.       class Program     
55.       {     
56.           static void Main(string[] args)     
57.          {     
58.              Console.WriteLine("//////////////////// - Interface Demo -

 //////////////////// \n");                        

59.              Console.WriteLine("Apple SmartPhone:");     
60.              Apple apple = new Apple();     
61.              apple.OS();     
62.              apple.AppStore();     
63.              apple.TouchID();     
64.                  
65.             Console.WriteLine("\n\n");     
66.             Console.WriteLine("Samsung SmartPhone:");     
67.             Samsung samsung = new Samsung();     
68.             samsung.OS();     
69.             samsung.AppStore();     
70.             Console.ReadKey(); }    
71.       }     
72. }    

If we run the code now, it works perfectly.   

 



 

 

This is the simplest example of using interfaces. However, this is just a real-world analogy and the approach 

can be debatable. My intent in this demo is to let beginners understand how to work with interfaces. The 

following are the key points to be remembered when working with interfaces.   

Key Points 

1. Interface Reference Variable 

 

An interface has no implementation and cannot be instantiated. However, it can be referenced to 

the class object that implements it. It may be noted that the object can only access the inherited 

members of the interface. Consider the following code: 

1. using System;     
2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     

4. {     
5.     interface IDriveable     

6.     {     

7.         void Drive();     
8.     }     

9.         

10.     class Car : IDriveable     
11.     {     
12.       public void Drive()     
13.       {     
14.           Console.WriteLine("Car Class: I can drive a Car.");     
15.       }     
16.     }     
17.     
18.     class Truck : IDriveable     
19.     {     
20.         public void Drive()     
21.         {     
22.            Console.WriteLine("Truck Class: I can drive a Truck.");     
23.         }     



24.     }     
25.     
26.     class Program     
27.     {     
28.        static void Main(string[] args)     
29.        {     
30.          Console.WriteLine("//////////////////// - Interface Demo -

 //////////////////// \n");                    
31.          IDriveable DriveCar = new Car();     
32.          IDriveable DriveTruck = new Truck();     
33.     
34.          DriveCar.Drive();         //Calls Car's Drive() method    
35.          DriveTruck.Drive();       //Calls Truck's Drive() method    
36.          Console.ReadKey();     
37.         }     
38.       }     
39. }    

The code shows the declaration of objects with the same interface Reference but with various 

functionalities.  

 

 

 

2. Explicit Interface Implementation 

When working with interfaces, there occurs a situation when a class implements two interfaces and 

both the interfaces contain a member with the same signature. When the class provides a definition 

to interface members, it gets confused about which member gets the definition since both have the 

same name. In that case, we'll an Explicit Interface Implementation. 

Suppose we have two interfaces ICreditCard and IDebitCard and both of these interfaces have the 

same method signature called CardNumber and a class Customer implements both of these 

interfaces. 

1. using System;     

2.     

3. namespace InterfaceDemo     
4. {     
5.       //First Interface IDebitCard    

6.       interface IDebitCard     
7.       {     

8.          void CardNumber();     

9.       }     



10.     
11.       //Second Interface ICreditCard     
12.       interface ICreditCard     
13.       {     
14.          void CardNumber();     
15.       }     
16.     
17.       //Customer Class implementing both the Interfaces     
18.       class Customer: IDebitCard, ICreditCard     
19.      {     
20.      }     
21.     
22.      class Program     
23.      {     
24.        static void Main(string[] args) { }     
25.      }     
26. }    

There are two ways to provide method definitions to interface members in a derived class. If you 

right-click on the interface name, Visual Studio gives you two options to implement them.   

 

 

 



If we implement the interface normally and provide a definition to the CardNumber method, it will 

cause both interfaces to use CardNumber as their implementation. We cannot provide different 

functionality to the interface members.  

27. using System;     
28.     
29. namespace InterfaceDemo     
30. {     
31.       //First Interface IDebitCard     
32.       interface IDebitCard     
33.       {     
34.         void CardNumber();     
35.       }     
36.     
37.       //Second Interface ICreditCard     
38.       interface ICreditCard     
39.       {     
40.            void CardNumber();     
41.       }     
42.     
43.       //Customer Class implements both the interfaces     
44.       class Customer: IDebitCard, ICreditCard     
45.       {     
46.           public void CardNumber()     
47.           {     

48.               Console.WriteLine("Card Number: My Card Number is 1234567890
1234567890");     

49.           }     
50.       }     
51.     
52.       class Program    
53.       {     
54.          static void Main(string[] args)     
55.         { }     
56. }    

If we compile the program now, the output creates more confusion since we are unable to decide 

which interface method was implemented since both of the interfaces share CardNumber as their 

method. 

In this case, we need to tell the compiler which method is specific to which interface using Explicit 

Implementation. It can be done by prefixing the interface name with the method definitions in the 

derived class. It may be noted that explicit interface definitions are automatically public and hence 

no access modifier is allowed with the method definitions. We can still have the shared method 

definition in it. 

57. using System;     
58.     
59. namespace InterfaceDemo     
60. {     
61.      //First Interface IDebitCard     
62.      interface IDebitCard     
63.      {      



64.        void CardNumber();     
65.      }     
66.     
67.      //Second Interface ICreditCard     
68.      interface ICreditCard     
69.      {     
70.        void CardNumber();     
71.      }     
72.     
73.      //Customer Class implements both the interfaces     
74.      class Customer: IDebitCard, ICreditCard     
75.      {    
76.      
77.        void IDebitCard.CardNumber()     
78.        {     
79.          Console.WriteLine("Debit Card Number: My Card Number is 12345XXXXX");  

   
80.        }     
81.            
82.        void ICreditCard.CardNumber()     
83.        {     
84.           Console.WriteLine("Credit Card Number: My Card Number is 98999XXXXX");

     
85.        }     
86.            
87.        public void CardNumber()     
88.        {     
89.           Console.WriteLine("Customer ID Number: My ID Number is 54545XXXXX");  

   
90.        }     
91.      }     
92.     
93.      class Program     
94.      {     
95.        static void Main(string[] args)     
96.        {     
97.           Console.WriteLine("////////////////////-

 Implicit and Expliction Implementation -//////////////////// \n\n");     
98.           Customer customer = new Customer();     
99.           IDebitCard DebitCard = new Customer();     
100.           ICreditCard CreditCard = new Customer();     
101.     
102.           customer.CardNumber();     
103.           DebitCard.CardNumber();     

104.           CreditCard.CardNumber();     

105.     
106.           Console.ReadKey();     
107.        }     

108.      }     
109. }    

If we run the program now, we are able to differentiate members using an Explicit Interface.  

 



 

 

3. If you have some kind of default functionality to share acr

abstract class. But if you don't have any default implementation and just need to define contracts for 

derived classes to follow; interface is the most preferred choice.

 

4. It is a standard rule when using an inte

interface is implemented by derived classes, it is difficult to update or modify the interface since 

everyone else's code breaks.

 

Singleton Design Pattern 
Singleton pattern falls under Creational Pattern of

pattern is one of the simplest design patterns. This pattern ensures that a class has only one instance. 

In this article, I would like share what is Singleton pattern and how is it work?

What is Singleton Pattern?

Singleton pattern is one of the simplest design patterns. This patter

one instance and provides a global point of access to it.

Singleton Pattern - UML Diagram & Implementation

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the Singleton design pattern is given below:

The classes, and objects in the above UML class diagram are as follows:

If you have some kind of default functionality to share across classes in the hierarchy, you can use an 

abstract class. But if you don't have any default implementation and just need to define contracts for 

derived classes to follow; interface is the most preferred choice. 

It is a standard rule when using an interface, be sure you have done it right the first time. Once the 

interface is implemented by derived classes, it is difficult to update or modify the interface since 

everyone else's code breaks. 

Singleton Design Pattern - C# 

ngleton pattern falls under Creational Pattern of Gang of Four (GOF) Design Patterns in .Net
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n ensures that a class has only 

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the Singleton design pattern is given below: 



1. Singleton 
This is a class which is responsible for creating and maintaining its own unique instance. 

C# - Implementation Code 

1. //eager initialization of singleton 
2. public class Singleton 
3. { 
4.  private static Singleton instance = new Singleton(); 
5.  private Singleton() { } 
6.   
7.  public static Singleton GetInstance 
8.  { 
9.  get 
10.  { 
11.  return instance; 
12.  } 
13.  } 
14. } 
15.   
16. ////lazy initialization of singleton 
17. public class Singleton 
18. { 
19.  private static Singleton instance = null; 
20.  private Singleton() { } 
21.   
22.  public static Singleton GetInstance 
23.  { 
24.  get 
25.  { 
26.  if (instance == null) 
27.  instance = new Singleton(); 
28.   
29.  return instance; 
30.  } 
31.  } 
32. } 
33.   
34. ////Thread-safe (Double-checked Locking) initialization of singleton 
35. public class Singleton 
36. { 
37.  private static Singleton instance = null; 
38.  private Singleton() { } 
39.  private static object lockThis = new object(); 
40.   
41.  public static Singleton GetInstance 
42.  { 
43.  get 
44.  { 
45.  lock (lockThis) 
46.  { 
47.  if (instance == null) 



48.  instance = new Singleto
49.   
50.  return instance; 
51.  } 
52.  } 
53.  } 
54. } 

Singleton Pattern - Example

Who is what? 

The classes and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows:

1. Singleton - Singleton class 

C# - Sample Code

1. /// <summary> 
2. /// The 'Singleton' clas
3. /// </summary> 
4. public class Singleto
5. { 
6.  // .NET guarantees thread safety for static initializatio
7.  private static Singleto
8.  private string Name
9.  private string IP{ge
10.  private Singleton()
11.  { 
12.  //To DO: Remove below lin
13.  Console.WriteLine("Singleton Intance
14.   
15.  Name = "Server1"; 

Singleton(); 

Example 

 

The classes and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows:

Sample Code 

/// The 'Singleton' class 

Singleton 

// .NET guarantees thread safety for static initialization

Singleton instance = null; 
e{get;set;} 

get;set;} 

) 

//To DO: Remove below line 
"Singleton Intance"); 

The classes and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows: 

n 



16.  IP = "192.168.1.23"; 
17.  } 
18.  // Lock synchronization object 
19.  private static object syncLock = new object();  
20.  public static Singleton Instance 
21.  { 
22.  get 
23.  { 
24.  // Support multithreaded applications through 
25.  // 'Double checked locking' pattern which (once 
26.  // the instance exists) avoids locking each 
27.  // time the method is invoked 
28.  lock (syncLock) 
29.  { 
30.  if (Singleton.instance == null) 
31.  Singleton.instance = new Singleton(); 
32.   
33.  return Singleton.instance; 
34.  } 
35.  } 
36.  }  
37.  public void Show() 
38.  { 
39.  Console.WriteLine("Server Information is : Name={0} & IP={1}", IP, Name); 
40.  } 
41.   
42. }  
43. /// <summary> 
44. /// Singleton Pattern Demo 
45. /// </summary> 
46. ///  
47. class Program 
48. { 
49.  static void Main(string[] args) 
50.  { 
51.  Singleton.Instance.Show(); 
52.  Singleton.Instance.Show(); 
53.   
54.  Console.ReadKey(); 
55.  } 
56. } 

Singleton Pattern Demo - Output 

 

When to use it? 

1. Exactly one instance of a class is required. 

2. Controlled access to a single object is necessary. 



Factory Method Design Pattern 
 

Factory method pattern falls under Creational Pattern o

It is used to create objects. People usually use this pattern as the standard way t

this article, I would like share what is factory pattern and how is it work?

What is Factory Method Pattern?

In Factory pattern, we create object without exposing the creation logic. In this pattern, an interface 

is used for creating an object, but let subclass decide which class to instantiate. The creation of 

object is done when it is required. The Factory method allows a class later instantiation to subclasses.

Factory Method Pattern -

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the factory method design pattern is given below

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above UML class diagram are as follows:

1. Product 
This is an interface for creating the objects.

2. ConcreteProduct
This is a class which implements the Product interface.

3. Creator 
This is an abstract class and declares the factory method, which returns an object of type Product.
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This is an abstract class and declares the factory method, which returns an object of type Product.
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It is used to create objects. People usually use this pattern as the standard way to create objects. In 

In Factory pattern, we create object without exposing the creation logic. In this pattern, an interface 

n object, but let subclass decide which class to instantiate. The creation of 

object is done when it is required. The Factory method allows a class later instantiation to subclasses. 

am for the implementation of the factory method design pattern is given below: 

 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above UML class diagram are as follows: 

This is an abstract class and declares the factory method, which returns an object of type Product. 



4. ConcreteCreator 
This is a class which implements the Creator class and overrides the factory method to return an 

instance of a ConcreteProduct. 

C# - Implementation Code 

1. interface Product 
2. { 
3.   
4. } 
5.   
6. class ConcreteProductA : Product 
7. { 
8. } 
9.   
10. class ConcreteProductB : Product 
11. { 
12. } 
13.   
14. abstract class Creator 
15. { 
16.  public abstract Product FactoryMethod(string type); 
17. } 
18.   
19. class ConcreteCreator : Creator 
20. { 
21.  public override Product FactoryMethod(string type) 
22.  { 
23.  switch (type) 
24.  { 
25.  case "A": return new ConcreteProductA(); 
26.  case "B": return new ConcreteProductB(); 
27.  default: throw new ArgumentException("Invalid type", "type"); 
28.  } 
29.  } 
30. } 



Factory Method Pattern -

Who is what? 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows:

1. IFactory - Interface 

2. Scooter & Bike - Concreate Product classes

3. VehicleFactory - Creator 

4. ConcreteVehicleFactory - Concreate Creator

C# - Sample Code

1. using System; 
2. namespace Factory 
3. { 
4.  /// <summary> 
5.  /// The 'Product' interfac
6.  /// </summary> 
7.  public interface IFactor
8.  { 
9.  void Drive(int mile
10.  } 
11.   
12.  /// <summary> 
13.  /// A 'ConcreteProduct' clas
14.  /// </summary> 
15.  public class Scoote
16.  { 

- Example 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows:

Concreate Product classes 

Concreate Creator 

Sample Code 

/// The 'Product' interface 

IFactory 

miles); 

/// A 'ConcreteProduct' class 

Scooter : IFactory 

 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows: 



17.  public void Drive(int miles) 
18.  { 
19.  Console.WriteLine("Drive the Scooter : " + miles.ToString() + "km"); 
20.  } 
21.  } 
22.   
23.  /// <summary> 
24.  /// A 'ConcreteProduct' class 
25.  /// </summary> 
26.  public class Bike : IFactory 
27.  { 
28.  public void Drive(int miles) 
29.  { 
30.  Console.WriteLine("Drive the Bike : " + miles.ToString() + "km"); 
31.  } 
32.  } 
33.   
34.  /// <summary> 
35.  /// The Creator Abstract Class 
36.  /// </summary> 
37.  public abstract class VehicleFactory 
38.  { 
39.  public abstract IFactory GetVehicle(string Vehicle); 
40.   
41.  } 
42.   
43.  /// <summary> 
44.  /// A 'ConcreteCreator' class 
45.  /// </summary> 
46.  public class ConcreteVehicleFactory : VehicleFactory 
47.  { 
48.  public override IFactory GetVehicle(string Vehicle) 
49.  { 
50.  switch (Vehicle) 
51.  { 
52.  case "Scooter": 
53.  return new Scooter(); 
54.  case "Bike": 
55.  return new Bike(); 
56.  default: 
57.  throw new ApplicationException(string.Format("Vehicle '{0}' cannot be 

created", Vehicle)); 

58.  } 
59.  } 
60.   
61.  } 
62.   
63.  /// <summary> 
64.  /// Factory Pattern Demo 
65.  /// </summary> 
66.  class Program 
67.  { 
68.  static void Main(string[] args) 
69.  { 
70.  VehicleFactory factory = new ConcreteVehicleFactory(); 



71.   
72.  IFactory scooter = 
73.  scooter.Drive(10); 
74.   
75.  IFactory bike = factor
76.  bike.Drive(20); 
77.   
78.  Console.ReadKey(); 
79.   
80.  } 
81.  } 
82. } 

Factory Pattern Demo 

When to use it? 

1. Subclasses figure out what objects should be created.

2. Parent class allows later instantiation to subclasses means the creation of object is done when it is 

required. 

3. The process of objects creation is required to centralize within the application.

4. A class (creator) will not know what classes it will be required to create.

 

Proxy Design Pattern 
 

Proxy pattern falls under Structural Pattern of

design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object. In this article, I 

would like share what is proxy pattern and how is it work?

What is Proxy Pattern 

The proxy design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object.

Proxy pattern involves a class, called proxy class, which represents functionality of an

Proxy Pattern - UML Diagram & Implementation

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the proxy design pattern is given below:

 factory.GetVehicle("Scooter"); 

 

factory.GetVehicle("Bike"); 

 

Factory Pattern Demo - Output 

 

Subclasses figure out what objects should be created. 

Parent class allows later instantiation to subclasses means the creation of object is done when it is 

n is required to centralize within the application.

A class (creator) will not know what classes it will be required to create. 

Proxy Design Pattern - C# 

Proxy pattern falls under Structural Pattern of Gang of Four (GOF) Design Patterns in .Net

design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object. In this article, I 

share what is proxy pattern and how is it work? 

The proxy design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object.

Proxy pattern involves a class, called proxy class, which represents functionality of an

UML Diagram & Implementation 

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the proxy design pattern is given below:

Parent class allows later instantiation to subclasses means the creation of object is done when it is 

n is required to centralize within the application. 

Gang of Four (GOF) Design Patterns in .Net. The proxy 

design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object. In this article, I 

The proxy design pattern is used to provide a surrogate object, which references to other object. 

Proxy pattern involves a class, called proxy class, which represents functionality of another class. 

The UML class diagram for the implementation of the proxy design pattern is given below: 



 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above UML class diagram are as follows: 

1. Subject 
This is an interface having members that will be implemented by RealSubject and Proxy class. 

2. RealSubject 
This is a class which we want to use more efficiently by using proxy class. 

3. Proxy 
This is a class which holds the instance of RealSubject class and can access RealSubject class 

members as required. 

C# - Implementation Code 

1. public interface Subject 
2. { 
3.  void PerformAction(); 
4. } 
5.   
6. public class RealSubject : Subject 
7. { 
8.  public void PerformAction() 
9.  { 
10.  Console.WriteLine("RealSubject action performed."); 
11.  } 
12. } 
13.   
14. public class Proxy : Subject 
15. { 
16.  private RealSubject _realSubject; 
17.   



18.  public void PerformAction() 
19.  { 
20.  if (_realSubject == null) 
21.  _realSubject = new RealSubject(); 
22.   
23.  _realSubject.PerformAction(); 
24.  } 
25. } 

Proxy Pattern - Example 

 

Who is what? 

The classes, interfaces and objects in the above class diagram can be identified as follows: 

1. IClient- Subject Interface. 

2. RealClient - RealSubject Class. 

3. ProxyClient - Proxy Class. 

C# - Sample Code 

1. /// <summary> 
2. /// The 'Subject interface 
3. /// </summary> 
4. public interface IClient 
5. { 
6.  string GetData(); 
7. } 
8.   
9. /// <summary> 
10. /// The 'RealSubject' class 



11. /// </summary> 
12. public class RealClient : IClient 
13. { 
14.  string Data; 
15.  public RealClient() 
16.  { 
17.  Console.WriteLine("Real Client: Initialized"); 
18.  Data = "Dot Net Tricks"; 
19.  } 
20.   
21.  public string GetData() 
22.  { 
23.  return Data; 
24.  } 
25. } 
26.   
27. /// <summary> 
28. /// The 'Proxy Object' class 
29. /// </summary> 
30. public class ProxyClient : IClient 
31. { 
32.  RealClient client = new RealClient(); 
33.  public ProxyClient() 
34.  { 
35.  Console.WriteLine("ProxyClient: Initialized"); 
36.  } 
37.   
38.  public string GetData() 
39.  { 
40.  return client.GetData(); 
41.  } 
42. } 
43.   
44. /// <summary> 
45. /// Proxy Pattern Demo 
46. /// </summary> 
47. class Program 
48. { 
49.  static void Main(string[] args) 
50.  { 
51.  ProxyClient proxy = new ProxyClient(); 
52.  Console.WriteLine("Data from Proxy Client = {0}", proxy.GetData()); 
53.   
54.  Console.ReadKey(); 
55.  } 
56. } 



 

Proxy Pattern Demo - Output 

 

There are various kinds of proxies, some of them are as follows: 

1. Virtual proxies : Hand over the creation of an object to another object 

2. Authentication proxies : Checks the access permissions for a request 

3. Remote proxies : Encodes requests and send them across a network 

4. Smart proxies : Change requests before sending them across a network 

When to use it? 

1. Objects need to be created on demand means when their operations are requested. 

2. Access control for the original object is required. 

3. Allow to access a remote object by using a local object(it will refer to a remote object). 

 


